Large Bat Beacon

Description: comes packed into in a ‘dustbin’ sized container . frame is assembled then display affixed magnetically.
Double-sided so can be placed centrally in a room, or with just the concave side showing. For indoor use only. 2
available.
Dimensions: approx 2m height by 3m length, with depth of 1-1.5m

Small Bat Beacon

Description: Set of 2 flat banners, the poles are in a bag and the banners are rolled vinyl material. Double-sided so
can be placed centrally in a room, back to back or with just the front panels showing. BANNERS MUST BE CAREFULLY
ROLLED NOT FOLDED to prevent creasing. For indoor use only. 2 available.
Dimensions: 2m wide by 1.85m high

Touchscreen

Description: Interactive touchscreen unit with stand, requires electricity supply. Can be used with display or on it’s
own. For indoor use only. 3 available. We have 2 large tablets in carry-bags which contain the same information as
the touchscreen
Dimensions: large tablet/touchscreen with wooden plinth – electricity supply required

Exhibition – GHB photos

Description : A collection of stunning photographs showing images of Greater Horseshoe bats, their predators and
prey (Text for print and display with exhibition can be found on Page 3 of this document –copy and paste into a
separate work document before printing)
Dimensions: A2
All images are A2 and are fitted with loops and wires for hanging.
They can only be hung where there is already a hanging system already in place.
Each image exhibition also has a tag talking about the image (you can find this on the back of the image ready to use
for exhibitions)

Exhibition – Prey Illustrations

Description : A collection of 10 illustrations showing the Prey and Predators of Greater Horseshoe bats by artist
Harley Price-Davis. (Text for print and display with exhibition can be found on page 4 of this document –copy and
paste into a separate work document before printing)
Dimensions: A2
All images are A2 and are fitted with loops and wires for hanging.
They can only be hung where there is already a hanging system already in place.

Page 3 – text to accompany GHB photo exhibition
Page 4 – text to accompany Prey Illustration exhibition

DEVON GREATER HORSESHOE BAT PROJECT
A collection of stunning photographs showing images of Greater
Horseshoe bats, their predators and prey

DEVON'S NOCTURNAL WONDER
As darkness falls, Devon’s large night-time predator sets out to
feed. Dozens and even hundreds leave their roosts following
hedges, through the fields, looking for prey. But they need your
help…

PROJECT GOALS
Working across Devon, the project is looking to secure the future of
this species in the county. Ensuring the habitats needed are
present, that our bat knowledge is better and that the people of
Devon know about the species and so are better able to look after
it.
WORKING WITH LANDOWNERS - from ensuring roosts are looked
after to helping farmers manage parasitic worms, from recreating
flower-rich grasslands and hedges to financial support for long-term
management.
BRINGING BATS TO PEOPLE - helping Devon’s communities to learn
about their night time neighbour, and offer opportunities to
celebrate and support the bats; from classroom activities to sowing
a wildflower meadow, surveying to building a roost.
IMPROVING OUR KNOWLEDGE - citizen science surveys will give
local communities and individuals the opportunity to increase our
understanding of how the greater horseshoe uses the landscapes.
Why not get involved and borrow a Bat Detector as part of our
Devon Bat Survey.

FIND OUT MORE www.devonbatproject.org

DEVON GREATER HORSESHOE BAT PROJECT
& Harley Price-Davis
A collection of illustrations showing the Prey and Predators of
Greater Horseshoe bats by artist Harley Price-Davis.
The Devon Greater Horseshoe Bat Project is working across Devon,
looking to secure the future of this species in the county. Ensuring
the habitats needed are present, that our bat knowledge is better
and that the people of Devon know about the species and so are
better able to look after it.
Harley's illustrations will also be used in schools and with community
groups to help engage people with the life cycle and habits of the
greater horseshoe bat.

PROJECT GOALS
WORKING WITH LANDOWNERS - from ensuring roosts are looked
after to helping farmers manage parasitic worms, from recreating
flower-rich grasslands and hedges to financial support for long-term
management.
BRINGING BATS TO PEOPLE - helping Devon’s communities to learn
about their night time neighbour, and offer opportunities to
celebrate and support the bats; from classroom activities to sowing
a wildflower meadow, surveying to building a roost.
IMPROVING OUR KNOWLEDGE - citizen science surveys will give
local communities and individuals the opportunity to increase our
understanding of how the greater horseshoe uses the landscapes.
Why not get involved and borrow a Bat Detector as part of our
Devon Bat Survey.
FIND OUT MORE www.devonbatproject.org
BORROW A BAT DETECTOR www.devonbatproject.org/devon-batsurvey

